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Abstract - The smaller the robot the easier it is for it to access voids 
in a collapsed structure. Yet, small size brings a host of problems due 
to resource constraints. One of the primary constraints on small 
robots is limited motive power to surmount obstacles and rough 
terrain. We are developing a small reconfigurable robotic system 
with various add-on modules to provide bulk motive force adaptable 
for different scenarios. The difficulty in adding modules with un-
steerable motive force to generic host robots stems from directing the 
energy in the proper direction in a general way. This paper 
investigates modulating the non-isotropic Cartesian mass matrix of a 
robot, in contact with the ground, to passively steer the acceleration 
resulting from a motive force module. A robot in contact with the 
ground in a statically stable configuration is a parallel chain 
mechanism. We dynamically model the robot itself as an augmented 
object supported by multiple serial chain mechanisms to ground. In 
this paper, we develop the Cartesian mass matrix of the 
TerminatorBot robot by summing the dynamics component of each 
individual serial chain using the Operational Space formulation. A 
map is built of the resulting Cartesian acceleration vectors as a 
function of the robot’s configuration. Desired acceleration vectors 
are mapped backwards from Cartesian space to configuration space, 
allowing the controller to assume a stance for the robot that will 
result in the desired motion. 
Keywords: Operational space, mass matrix, reconfigurable hardware  

I. INTRODUCTION 

A size classification system for Urban Search And Rescue 
(USAR) robots is presented in [10,11] which labels robots as 
either “man–packable”, “man-portable”, or “not man 
portable”. These classifications are based on the portability of 
the robot system. The Talon, for example, is considered “man-
portable” meaning that it can be picked up and moved by 
humans, but it is not small enough to be packed on one’s 
back. For military operations, man-portable means it cannot 
be transported to the field by a single person, but typically 
requires a vehicle to move it between deployment sites.  

The PackBot, by iRobot [4], bridges the classifications into 
the “man-packable” class. Some of the PackBot variations 
weigh upwards of 200 lbs, putting them squarely in the man-
portable class. However, the base model weighs in just under 
50 lbs, meaning it can be packed up and transported by just 
one person. The Inuktun MicroTrack platform is the smallest 
of the “man-packable” commercial robots because the robot 
and all its controls can fit in a single backpack. As the size of 
the robots decrease, their capabilities decrease but the areas 

they can access increase. Capabilities decrease because 
smaller motors and smaller payloads generally lead to lower 
functionality. Smaller size also means less mechanism for 
such things as climbing stairs and less space for sensors. But 
the smaller footprint and lower weight often allow the robot to 
access areas the larger robots cannot.  

In this paper we address even smaller robots in the “palm-
top” class, such as the TerminatorBot [3,6] and the Scout [14] 
which are nearly nine times smaller than the Inuktun, making 
them easily transported in multiples by a single human. Due 
to the small size of these robots, they can get into areas that 
even the Inuktun cannot access but, again, they have 
difficulties navigating rough terrain for a host of reasons. 
Particularly, when a tether is required, such as in certain 
applications in USAR, the actuation capabilities of these small 
robots can be overwhelmed by the weight of the tether.  

To address the motive force resource constraint, we 
introduced the Actuator Toolbox in [12]. This is a 
reconfigurable set of bulk motive force actuators that can be 
attached to a robot such as the TerminatorBot or Scout to 
increase its actuator resources in difficult scenarios. Designed 
specifically for the TerminatorBot – which is a limbed crawler 
– the Actuator Toolbox includes a number of un-steerable 
drive modules such as a longitudinal tread module, transverse 
tread module, 2-D holonomic tread module, and a water 
hammer actuated active tether [5]. In order to take advantage 
of this additional actuator capability, one needs to incorporate 
the actuation forces into the control scheme and channel these 
forces for the benefit of the robot’s forward progress. This 
problem is not unique to limbed robots, but is exacerbated by 
them. This paper proposes a method to channel these un-
steered forces dynamically through deliberate manipulation of 
the non-isotropic mass matrix. By creating mass properties 
that differ along each of the robot’s principal axes, the 
resulting acceleration of the body can be steered. We achieve 
this control via the Operational Space formulation [2,7] and 
the augmented object method [1].   

II.  PREVIOUS WORK 

The water hammer actuated active tether, mentioned above, 
relies on a phenomenon that occurs in pipelines when fluid 
flow is suddenly cut-off. A near instantaneous closure of a 



valve or a faucet creates a transfer of momentum from the 
moving water to the pipes, causing pipes to jerk, rattle, and 
sometimes rupture. While there has been much  research  into 
reducing this effect, Perrin et al explored harnessing this 
phenomenon for robotics [5]. Collaborating with the Harvard 
group, we are developing an active tether to provide impulsive 
propulsion for the TerminatorBot, or other small robots. In 
this actuation approach, water circulates down the tether, 
through a fast-acting solenoid valve affixed to the robot, and 
returns via the tether. When  the  valve  is slammed  shut,  the 
momentum of the flowing water sets up a pressure wave that 
impinges on the valve and is transmitted to the body of  the  
robot. An air bleed allows the out-rushing water to continue; 
else a counter-acting pressure wave will cancel the impulse.  

Advantages of water hammer actuation are outlined in [12]. 
A problem is steering the undirected force impulses. In order 
to steer the impulse forces from the active tether, we propose 
to manipulate the effective mass of the robot (in this case, 
TerminatorBot). The effective mass of any mechanism in six- 
space is a six-by-six matrix that can be derived using many 
different methods. One popular approach is the Recursive 
Newton Euler (RNE) method [9]. RNE produces a motion 
governing equation seen in (1). 
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)(qA , ),( qqb & , and )(qg  represent the kinetic energy/mass 

matrix, Coriolis and centrifugal, and gravitational forces in 
joint space, respectively. Given the positions, velocities, and 
accelerations of all the joints, (1) computes the resulting end 
effector forces and joint torques required to produce the 
motion.  

RNE is a straightforward method to derive (1) for serial 
chain manipulators, but deriving the same equations for 
parallel chain manipulators is very difficult because it requires 
both forward and inverse kinematics, which can lead to 
indeterminacy. The Operational Space (OP) formulation, in 
conjunction with the augmented object method, provides a 
convenient way to handle parallel-chain configurations by 
decomposing the system into multiple serial chains. The OP 
method solves for forces and torques at an “operational point” 
that is chosen for convenience. This operational point is in 
Cartesian space, so the governing equation becomes:  

Fxpxxxx =++Λ )(),()( &&& υ                    (2) 

Since equation two is written in operational space, the kinetic 
energy/mass matrix, Coriolis /centrifugal and gravitational 
forces must be formulated in Cartesian space as opposed to 
joint space. The relationship between the operational space 
and joint space mass matrices appears in (3), where J is the 
Jacobean in joint space taken at the operational point. 
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The key to understanding OP is the concept of the operational 
point. The operational point is the point on the object being 
manipulated by a mechanism, where force control is required. 
An example of this is an assembly line robot gripping a bolt. 
The operational point in this case is the Center of Mass 

(COM) of the bolt. Hence using Operational space allows for 
a way of describing the joint position, velocities and 
accelerations needed to impose a desired force on the bolt and 
not the end effector, which is what RNE solves force for. 
 The augmented object method uses the concepts of 
OP to decouple the mechanism/robot from the load/object it is 
manipulating. Additionally if multiple manipulators are 
grasping/manipulating a single object their mass, 
Coriolis/centrifugal forces can be individually summed as 
shown in equations 4-6.  
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Where C is a connectivity matrix between the individual 

objects of the system, and objΛ , objυ  and objp  are the 

kinetic/mass matrix, Coriolis/centrifugal and gravitational 
forces components associated with the load and are dependent 
on the load geometry.  

III.  DERIVATION OF MODEL 

The TerminatorBot locomotes using two three degree of 
freedom (DOF) arms by “grasping” the ground and pulling its 
cylindrical body forward as shown in Fig. 1.  

 
Fig 1. TerminatorBot in grasping mode 

 
When the arms of the TerminatorBot are engaging the 

ground, they can be seen as serial link manipulators fixed in a 
common inertial frame grasping the body of the robot. A 
grasping robot is a parallel-chain manipulator, which, as 
stated earlier, presents a difficult example for computation of 
the mass matrix. For this reason the augmented object method 
is used to determine the effective mass matrix of the 
TerminatorBot which allows the channeling of impulsive 
forces from the water hammer active tether or any other 
impulsive force module in a controlled manner. 

The TerminatorBot is first decomposed into three 
components: two arms and a body (Fig. 2). Each arm is 
composed of a two-link serial chain with five revolute joints 
(Fig. 3). All bodies are modeled as rectangular solids. 



 
Fig 2. Decomposed TerminatorBot 

 
 
                             

 
Fig 3. Joint orientation of one of the decoupled TerminatorBot arms 

 
In Fig. 3, the first two joints are passive and represent the 

rolling ground contact. Joint 3 is the elbow and joints four and 
five are the two joints in the shoulder. Table 1 summarizes the 
DH parameters used in Fig. 3 and used in the derivation of the 
kinematics. 

TABLE I  

DH TABLE FOR 1 ARM OF TERMINATORBOT 
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The third model component is the TerminatorBot body.  The 

operational point is chosen as the COM of this body. In 
general, the operational point can be arbitrarily chosen, but it 
must remain consistent throughout the derivation.  

In order to solve for the possible accelerations of the 
TerminatorBot’s COM, several assumptions have been made: 

1) All joints behave as free-swinging passive joints 

2) Both tips of the TerminatorBot limbs are firmly 
affixed to the ground. (The two passive joints 
allow for rolling motion about the fixed point.) 

3) All rigid bodies in the robot are rectangular 
solids with homogenous mass distribution. All 
inertial matrixes about the Center of Mass 
(COM) have the form of Fig. 4, where l, w, and 
h always lay along x,y and z respectively.  
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Fig. 4. Inertial Tensor 
 

4) All velocities and accelerations are assumed 
small and negligible, leading to (7) 

      Fxpxx =+Λ )()( &&                     (7) 

5) The robot is assumed to be resting on the ground 
therefore, gravitational forces are neglected as in 
(8). 

                                   Fxx =Λ &&)(                         (8) 

6) Operational point is the COM of TerminatorBot 
 

The form of objΛ  is shown in figure 5 
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Fig 5. Form of objΛ  

To derive iΛ  for each arm, RNE is performed using DH 

parameters from Table 1 and the inertial matrix for each link 
derived from Fig. 4. The resulting mass matrix is transformed 
from joint space to operational space using (3). Then the 
individual components are summed together using (4). 
Finally, by rewriting (8) in the following form: 

xFx &&=Λ −1)(                                  (9) 

it is possible to achieve the goal of predicting the acceleration 
of the center of mass of the TerminatorBot based on joint 

configuration. Since 1)( −Λ x  is symbolically complex and 

expensive to compute, only discrete values are calculated and 
presented in the results section. The results section also shows 
the results from a simplified planar case containing just one 
arm and the TerminatorBot body.  



IV.  RESULTS 

A. Simulation Results of One Arm, One Body 
 

Using Matlab we employ a discrete, uniform sampling of 
the robot’s configuration space to develop a mapping from 
configuration space to “acceleration space.” Acceleration 
space is the vector space representing the non-isotropicity  of 
the mass matrix. It represents the instantaneous direction and 
magnitude of the acceleration of the operational point given a 
unit force impulse.  For the sake of visualization, we present 
both the one-arm and two-arm planar cases here.  

In the planar case, the arms simplify to three joint angles, 
one of which is the passive contact to the ground. As stated 
previously, the ground contact angle is dependent on the 
shoulder and elbow joints. Hence, the ground contact angles 
are determined using (10). In the one-arm case, n2 
acceleration vectors must be computed where ‘n’ is the 
discretization of each of the independent joint angles.  

.
2
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Similarly, for the two-arm model, the space now grows to n4 
samples, dramatically increasing the computational time. For 
the one arm case, n = 21, which results in 441 data points, 
while for the two-arm case, n = 12, which results in 20,736 
data points.  

Fig. 4 shows all the possible acceleration vectors over the 
entire sampled configuration space for the one-arm robot. 
These are the acceleration vectors as seen at the operational 
point which is chosen at the center rear of the robot body. The 
operational point was chosen at this point because it is a 
convenient place, on the physical robot, to apply the 
impulsive forces. 

 
Fig. 4: Possible acceleration vectors for the one-arm, planar case. 

 
The reason for the large scale in Fig. 4 is due to the 

dimensions used in the model. These dimensions where based 
on the physical model built to test the Matlab model and are 
presented in Table 2 below.  

TABLE II  
MODEL SPECIFICATIONS 

 Left Arm 
Lower 

Left Arm 
Upper 

Right 
Arm 

Lower 

Right 
Arm 

Upper 

Body 

Length 
(m) 

.06096 .061976 .06094 .061976 .06223 

Width 
(m) 

.01397 .01397 .01397 .01397 .063246 

Height 
(m) 

.024638 .024638 .024638 .024638 .038354 

Mass 
(kg) 

.02472 
.02605 

.02454 .02681 .21034 

The dimensions in Table 2 are relatively small compared to 
the unit magnitude impulse force used in the model and that is 
what causes the large magnitudes. In fact, the magnitude is of 
little importance as it is scaled by the magnitude of the 
impulse force. The direction of the accelerations is what 
allows us to steer the robot. With this mapping, Fig. 4 shows 
us all the possible steering directions that can be selected to 
control the robot.  With Fig. 5, we can visualize highly 
sensitive and insensitive regions of the configuration space 
and interpolate between acceleration vectors to fine tuen 
control. 

 
Fig. 5: Configuration Space acceleration Plot 

 
The above are for the one-arm model because it can be 

intuitively broken into a 3-D configuration space plot where 
‘x’, ‘y’, ‘z’ represent θ1, θ2 and θ3, respectively. (θ1 is a 
dependent variable.) Fig. 5 clearly shows how accelerations 
are a functions of configuration and how in some places in the 
configuration space are more sensitive to sudden angle change 
then others. Figures 4 and 5 are meant to be used in tandem to 
help in planning acceleration trajectories based on 
configuration.  

The following table summarizes some configurations of 
interest which will be further discussed in the next section. 
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TABLE III. CONFIGURATIONS OF INTEREST OF ONE-ARM PLANAR 

Accx AccY Al phaZ Rot T1 T2 T3 set

- 3. 16 - 1. 00 - 29. 45 18. 88 6. 91 0. 31 0. 63 1. 00

- 4. 08 0. 38 - 50. 62 - 5. 35 1. 89 0. 31 5. 65 2. 00

- 4. 75 0. 00 0. 02 0. 00 7. 85 0. 00 0. 00

- 3. 40 - 0. 03 - 64. 09 0. 43 7. 54 0. 31 0. 00

- 4. 75 0. 00 0. 04 0. 00 4. 71 3. 14 0. 00

- 3. 40 - 0. 03 - 64. 09 0. 43 4. 40 3. 46 0. 00

Pai r  1

Pai r  2

 
 
B. One Arm, One Body, Experimental Results 
 

In order to validate our planar Matlab models, a physical 
model was built and is shown in Fig. 6. The model consists of 
a robot body, removable two-link arms and a pin at the end of 
each arm for simulating a passive ground contact joint. A 
pendulum consisting of a hammer and a pin joint was used to 
apply impulsive forces along the negative x axis of the robot 
body to correspond to the simulations.  
 
 

 
Fig. 6a. 1 arm model with pin for ground contact 

 
Fig 6b. 2 arm model with ‘X’ being the Operational Point 

                         

 
Fig 7. Pendulum setup 

 
As mentioned previously, the operational point for the 

dynamic models was chosen at this point of impact in the 
back center of the robot body. The experiments were 
performed by placing the robot in a predefined configuration 
and the half hinges at the end of each arm were attached to a 
surface with a pin to keep them fixed in position but free to 
rotate. Then the hammer pendulum was pulled back to a pre-
defined angle to impart a constant impulse for each trial. (The 
magnitude of the impulse was carefully chosen to provide 
good signal-to-noise, but to avoid so as not to  as to not cause 
the joints to reach physical limitations. Once the system came 
to rest a line at the back of the robot was drawn to represent 
this new position and angle change of that line with respect to 
the original rest position line was recorded. Then the system is 
reset back to the initial configuration and four more runs are 
performed. Using a protractor the angle the body rotated was 
measured and compared to the Matlab results. The 
configurations of set 1 and 2 from Table 3 were tested and the 
results of the experiments are presented in Table 4. 
 

TABLE IV. RESULTS FROM ONE-ARM EXPERIMENTS 

Set 1 Set 2 

Run Rotation 
Angle (deg) Run Rotation 

Angle (deg) 

1 9 1 -6 

2 8 2 -6 

3 9 3 -5 

4 9 4 0 

5 9 5 -4 

 
C. Two Arms, One Body, Experimental Results 
 



Due to the large number of data points, the two-arm plot 
similar to Fig. 4 is quite dense while the plot similar to Fig. 5 
is, at least, a 4-dimensional plot and not feasible to display. 
For this reason, trends and interesting results from individual 
runs will be discussed in the analysis section.  

V. ANALYSIS 

A. One Arm 
 

As can be seen in Fig. 4, many different accelerations are 
possible and they are all in the negative ‘x’ direction. This is 
intuitively correct as the impulsive forces were applied in the 
negative ‘x’ direction and we do not expect to produce a 
negative mass. Sets 1 and 2 from Table 3 represent the 
extreme upper and lower deviations from an isotropic mass 
matrix that appear in Fig. 4. Again, when looking at results in 
Table 4 the general trend of the body rotating in either the 
positive or negative directions matches those results from the 
simulations. What does not match is the exact magnitude of 
rotations between experiment and simulation. The reason for 
this discrepancy, we believe, can be attributed to friction. The 
friction between the robot body and the surface along with the 
friction in the joints violate assumption 1 used in the model. 
Additionally, the friction varied widely from trial to trial 
which manifest itself in a large variance in the magnitudes of 
the motion of the body. (The distance of motion is not 
recorded as part of this experiment.) Looking at pairs 1 and 2 
in Table 3 show the presence of singularities in the joint space 
because going from configuration 1 in pair 1 to configuration 
2 in pair 1 the only change is a slight increase in theta 2 but 
the increase in angular acceleration is drastic. Additionally 
looking at Fig. 5 there are areas that show drastic changes in 
direction due to only slight changes in configuration. To get 
more detailed data on these high sensitivity areas, the joint 
space needs to be broken up into more discrete steps or, at 
least, these regions of interest need to be further broken down.  
 
B. Two Arms 
 

For this set of data it is interesting to note that all the data 
was symmetric for left and right arms. The range of angular 
rotation was +/- 13 degrees additionally similar singularities 
were absorbed as those mentioned in the one arm 
configuration. Whenever the Robot was in a symmetric 
configuration meaning, the right arm was a mirror image of 
the left the robot had a net forward acceleration that 
dominated the left right acceleration. The reason a left or right 
acceleration was observed is because the two arms were not 
exactly identical in dimensions and mass as noted in Table 2. 
Additionally the point where the hammer hit the robot was not 
exactly dead center of the back as the OP point in the model 
was.  

VI.  CONCLUSION 

This paper showed that it is possible to control the rotation 
and acceleration of a body using limb position hence allowing 

for the steer ability of an uncontrolled impulse force. 
Additionally this paper demonstrated that use of the 
Operational Space with the augmented object for the 
derivation of effective mass matrix of a parallel link 
manipulator such as a gripper. As can be seen in both the one-
arm and two-arm configuration the rotation of the body under 
the totally passive joints assumption 1 is +/- 13 degrees for 
two arms and -5 to +18 degrees in one arm, which both are 
fairly narrow. To increase the range, future work will look 
into implementing compliance control of the joints as 
presented in [8]. The TerminatorBot for example has torque 
sensor in the elbow or joint 2/4 of the model, which can allow 
for controlling the torque at those points and theoretically 
increasing the range of motion. 
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